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The Experts Expound

Kenneth Burt is the political director for the California Federation of Teachers and
the author of the new book “The Search for a Civic Voice: California Latino Politics.”
He’ll be appearing at noon Friday in room 4203 in the Capitol. For more information, go to www.kennethburt.com and click on “upcoming events.”

uestion:
Is it time for everybody to
learn about Puerto Rico’s politics? With 63 winner-take-all
Democratic delegates — more
than Oklahoma, Connecticut and
South Carolina — will Puerto
Rico decide the Democratic presidential race on June 7?
Puerto Rico lo hace mejor!
If Puerto Rico has that much clout, why not make it the
51st state? If folks are concerned about symmetry (the 50
thingie, y’know), just swap it out for Oklahoma. Nobody —
nobody — is gonna miss Oklahoma, not even Rogers and
Hammerstein. Besides, all the Oklahomans of note now live
in California.
Advantage Hillary. Just about every Puerto Rican has ties to
New York, and Clinton has their hearts and wallets.
Could be. It would be ﬁtting that an Hispanic territory decides a race between a woman and an African American.
Now wouldn’t that be the ultimate Democratic irony: Voters
who can’t vote in November might decide who the nominee
is! Also, there seems to be some confusion about whether
the Puerto Rico caucus process really is winner-take-all.
Yes, and it would be good to spend some time there ﬁnding
out what politics they care about. It is going to be a long two
months.
Republicans should be so lucky. We’d end up running
against a Democratic nominee who’d come out for Puerto
Rican statehood. Puerto Rico won’t decide the Democratic nomination,
but Florida and Michigan “do-overs” might.
I sure hope not! I think much of the nation is ready for the Democratic
primary to be done already.
Forget Puerto Rico. The real hidden hand is in China, the nation whose
agents secretly indoctrinated a captive John McCain for future service as a
Manchurian Candidate. One call to the Oval Ofﬁce, one secret code word
uttered, and it’s Bombs Away.
Wouldn’t Lou Dobbs just love it if it really works out that way?
The people from whom we sought opinions: Andrew Acosta, A.G. Block,
Mark Bogetich, Barry Brokaw, Morgan Crinklaw, J. Dale Debber, Peter DeMarco, Jim Evans, Kathy Fairbanks, Jeff Fuller, Rex Frazier, Ken
Gibson, Evan Goldberg, Deborah Gonzalez, Sandy Harrison, Bob Hertzberg, Jason Kinney, Mike Madrid, Nicole Mahrt, Steve Maviglio, Adam
Mendelsohn, Barbara O’Connor, Bill Packer, Kassy Perry, Jack Pitney,
Adam Probolsky, Tony Quinn, Matt Rexroad, Matt Ross, Roger Salazar,
Dan Schnur, Will Shuck, Ralph Simoni, Sam Sorich, Ray Sotero, Gary
South, Kevin Spillane, Rich Zeiger.
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How did you get interested in the subTell me more about the book. Did you
ject of Latino politics?
get any pushback from people who
I came of age in the 1970s at the height thought this book should be written by a
of the farmworkers moveLatino?
ment. I did my thesis on
No, I didn’t. In fact, the
the history of the Mexican
old-timers were so happy
American
Political
to have someone to talk to
Association and parabout this because some of
ticipated in rallies at the
their own kids were getting
Capitol demanding the
tired of hearing the stories.
passage of the Agricultural
Los Angeles Mayor Antonio
Labor Relations Act.
Villaraigosa graciously wrote
The other part is I marthe foreword to “The Search
ried a Latina whose father
for a Civic Voice.”
helped organize the GI
What the book shows is
Forum in California in
that Latino politics began
the 1950s. Through my
earlier than it is commonly
new family I had access to NAME: Kenneth Burt
assumed. It goes back to
many of the early Latino
President Roosevelt and the
politicians. What I discov- JOB TITLE: Political director
New Deal. Latinos helped
ered is that no one had for the California Federation
elect Governor Culbert
told their story.
Olson in California in
of Teachers
1938. He rewarded them by
Sounds like you had
appointing a Latino judge
some interesting experiences back in
and naming a couple of activists to state
the day.
boards and commissions.
Yes. As an undergraduate at UC Berkeley, I
was active in the anti-apartheid movement, You worked for Willie Brown. Have you
worked for the United Farm Workers, and read his new book?
turned a summer internship with the I haven’t, but I plan to. Mr. Brown loved the
Senate Democratic Caucus into a paying art of the deal. He also lived life on a grand
gig for a semester.
scale. I recall one staff meeting where he
I also attended the 1980 Democratic spent nearly an hour describing in rich detail
convention as a Ted Kennedy delegate. I his interaction with the Southern gentry at
flew to New York with Dolores Huerta. the Kentucky Derby.
She was an icon, even back then. We were
I was in Member Services. I’d go off
walking down the hall and ran into Bobby the payroll and do campaigns. I took the
Kennedy Jr. He invited us to go to Studio photo of the “security guards” hired by
54 as his guest, which at the time was the Curt Pringle to intimidate Latino voters in
most exclusive nightclub in New York. It Orange County. I said, “I’ve got to shoot this
was an amazing experience.
because otherwise no one will believe us.” I
After graduating from UC Berkeley, got my hands on a Polaroid camera. Pringle
I attended the Kennedy School of and the Republicans eventually settled out
Government at Harvard. That summer I of court for $400,000.
went to Washington with Congressman
Bob Matsui as his Lyndon B. Johnson You also worked for John Garamendi.
intern. We were the only interns in Congress Yes, during his first term as insurance comwho got a paycheck, even if modest. It was missioner, in the early 1990s. We sought to
the time in your life when you look for the make the department the most consumerreceptions so you don’t have to buy dinner. friendly agency in the nation. We also sought
Later I had the honor of getting to know a to use the office to shape public policy. I
number of “old-timers” in politics. I got to organized health care and redlining forums,
know Carlos McCormick, a Santa Barbara and dealt with earthquake insurance. It was
native and the architect of Viva Kennedy, an exciting time because the commissioner
who was the first Latino to advise a presi- was also gearing up to run for governor.
dent of the United States.
One of the other treasures was Gus Tell me more about what you’re up to
Hawkins, the first Democratic African these days.
American Assemblyman in California his- For the past 10 years, I’ve been the polititory. He was elected in 1934. Gus said cal director for the California Federation
to me, “You won’t believe this, but I was of Teachers. In fact, I’m the first and only
elected by white folks.” Back in the 1920s political director they’ve had. My job is to
and ’30s, most blacks were Republicans oversee the endorsements of state legislators
because of Abraham Lincoln. Hawkins and constitutional officers. I also spend a lot
started his race with support of the black of time focused on voter initiatives.
unions and then reached out to the sizPolicy questions also interest me. For
able number of Dust Bowl refugees in the many years I have served on the board of
Central Los Angeles district. He told them, the Pat Brown Institute and am a visiting
“You’re for Franklin Roosevelt and so am I.” scholar at UC Berkeley. And my two kids
He won with these white votes and got rid keep me busy. My son, Stephen, is 16 and
of a black Republican establishment. I love Kate, my daughter, is 11. It was exciting to
those kinds of old stories.
take them to the last Democratic convention
in Boston.
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We look at some of the complaints health care enrollees have filed against their HMOs.
Plus, a breakdown of health care by the numbers.
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Weighing in on water:
ACWA’s Tim Quinn urges
greater investment in
local projects, while Sen.
Mike Machado—a farmer
and water-savvy economist—takes a look at the
proposed Peripheral Canal.
Plus: Mark Carlson on
the dilemma posed by
Ralph Drollinger.
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Woman bites dog story:
Carole Migden is suing
the Fair Political Practices
Commission in hopes of
recouping $647,000 that
she wants to use for this
year’s reelection
campaign. Good luck.
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Puerto Rico lo hace mejor!
Our experts opine on the
battle for the Democratic
presidential nomination,
and you’ll be happy to
know that they’re as much
in the dark as Capitol
Weekly’s staff.
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Speaking of Drollinger,
Big Daddy weighs in on
spirituality and the
efﬁcacy of biblical
study. Hmmm…
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California Assembly Speaker Fabian Núñez, D-Los Angeles, left, is joined by Assembly Majority Leader Karen Bass, D-Los Angeles, after she was elected to become the next speaker
of the state Assembly at the Capitol last week.

Proposal could lift fee limits
imposed on HMOs by state

California gaming
tribes paid in big
to land consortium

ANTHONY YORK AND JOHN HOWARD | CAPITOL WEEKLY

Top 15 tribes pay 80 percent of cost,
get half of the land approved
by little-known government body

One plan would help pay doctors in underserved areas

T

he way that state regulators levy penalties and
fees on HMOs is coming under intense scrutiny in the Capitol. And now one Democratic
senator is trying to remove what is effectively a limit
on fines against health providers.

The Department of Managed Health Care collected record fines of $4.8 million from the industry
in 2007, but the department only budgets for a
5 percent reserve. If high fines are collected, and

Old customs die easy: Century-old
Capitol rule changed in a twinkling
On Assembly side, 30-day print requirement relegated to history books
LYNN LIEU AND JOHN HOWARD | CAPITOL WEEKLY

I

t was around for nearly a century in the Capitol,
the rule requiring new legislation to wait on hold
for 30 days before being amended. Generations
of California lawmakers and their staffs believed the
monthlong hiatus was needed to gain time to get

MALCOLM MACLACHLAN | CAPITOL WEEKLY

see HMO, page A10

the legislation into print and to allow public investigation and comment.
But on Feb. 21, the 30-day rule passed into history — on the Assembly side.

S

everal of California’s largest gaming tribes
have paid hundreds of thousands of dollars to a little-known body to successfully
speed up their land applications — a necessary
step for casino expansion — Capitol Weekly
has learned.
The California Fee to Trust Consortium was
established under the federal Bureau of Indian
Affairs Pacific Regional office in 2000 in order
to expedite land claims, many of which have
languished for years. The consortium arrangement allows tribes to pay into a fund that pays
the salaries of the BIA employees who evaluate
these claims.

see CUSTOMS, page A11

see TRIBES, page A12
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